
What was the Middle Passage?



A. Middle Passage,

B. Atlantic, 

C. cruelty, 

D. dysentery, 

E. rife, 

F. flogged 

G. stowed

1. The ocean between the continents of 
America and Africa / Europe.

2. When you mistreat someone.

3. Whipped.

4. Everywhere / very common.

5. A disease from dirty water that leads to 
diarrhoea and often death.

6. Stored away.

7. Journey from Africa to America.

Match the Underlined word to the correct definition

Write out the numbers matched to the correct letters 

only. SPEND 5-10 MINUTES ON THIS.



The Middle Passage

It is estimated that, between the 16th and 19th centuries, 12-15 million 
Africans were shipped across the Atlantic, on a route known as the Middle 
Passage. Typically this journey could last between two and three months 
and many died due to the horrendous conditions on board the ships. In 
total, over two million died on the journey. 

At first, few people had any idea how slaves were treated on the Middle 
Passage. This changed when abolitionists (people who wanted to get rid of 
slavery) researched and published their findings about the conditions on 
board the slave ships. 

Watch the video link to find out more information about conditions 
endured by slaves during the journey. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PmQvofAiZGA

History channel 4.14. WARNING: Upsetting scenes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PmQvofAiZGA


The Middle 

Passage

Using the information from the video, 
complete your own mind-map about 
conditions during the journey. 

SPEND 15 MINUTES 

COMPLETING THIS TASK



Task

• Read through sources A-E and answer the 

questions on the last slide.



Source A
This picture is of the Slave Ship Brookes. It was built to 
accommodate 451 persons but at times held over 600. A British 
Parliament committee deciding on how to regulate (means introduce 
rules and standards to) the slave trade used the source.



Source B
Thomas Phillips, a slave-ship captain, wrote an 
account of his activities in A Journal of a Voyage 
(1746)

I have been told that some captains have cut off 
the legs or arms of the most wilful (stubborn) 
slaves, to terrify the rest. I was advised by some 
of my officers to do the same, but I could not be 
persuaded to entertain the least thought of it, 
much less to put in practice such cruelty to poor
creatures. It is not their fault that they live a 
lesser life. 



Source C
Dr. Thomas Trotter, a physician working on the slave-ship, 
Brookes, was interviewed by a House of Commons 
committee in 1790. 

This is how he replied when he was asked if the 
"slaves had room to turn themselves". No. The 
slaves that are out of irons are locked 
"spoonways"" and locked to one another. It is the 
duty of the first mate to see them stowed in this 
manner every morning; those which do not get 
quickly into their places were often miserably 
bruised against the deck or against each other. 
Remember animals have to be tied down.



Source D
Zamba Zembola, (The son of a king of a small community in the 
Congo. When he was in his early twenties he was invited by a 
Captain to accompany him to America on his slave ship. After 
arriving in America, he was kidnapped and sold as a slave). 

After being about 15 days out to sea a heavy wind struck the 
ship. The poor slaves below, altogether unprepared for such an 
occurrence, were mostly thrown to the side, where they lay 
heaped on the top of each other; their fetters (chains and 
shackles) rendered many of them helpless, and before they 
could be arranged in their proper places, and relieved from 
their pressure on each other, it was found that 15 of them 
were smothered or crushed to death. The captain seemed 
troubled; but the only grievance to him was the sudden loss of 
some five or six thousand dollars.



Source E
Olaudah Equiano, was captured and sold as a slave

I was soon put down under the decks, and there I 
received such a greeting in my nostrils as I had 
never experienced in my life; so that, with the 
loathsomeness of the stench, and crying together, I 
became so sick and low that I was not able to eat, 
nor had I the least desire to taste anything. I now 
wished for the last friend, death, to relieve me; but 
soon, to my grief, two of the white men offered me 
eatables; and, on my refusing to eat, one of them 
held me fast by the hands, and laid me across and 
tied my feet, while the other flogged (whipped) me 
severely.



Source F
John Barbot was a slave trader and explorer. 

Below deck airy and convenient for such a considerable 
number of human creatures; and consequently far more 
healthier for them. The women are allowed to be up on 
the deck whenever they like, as are the men…few, or 
none, are kepy in shackles…We allow them tobacco, and 
some coconuts…Towards the evening, the slaves 
entertain themselves as they choose, some talk, others 
dance and sing.



YOU SHOULD SPEND 25-30 minutes on these questions.
Questions

1) What do sources A and D tell us about some of the conditions which slaves endured? Why do 
you think such conditions existed?

2) If a captain knew that many slaves might die in the holds, do you think he would take more or 
fewer slaves? Explain your answer.

3) What point is the writer of source C trying to make? (clue:- think of the way you have seen 
slaves being treated.

4) Look at source E & F. How are these sources different in what they tell you about conditions on 
board slave ships?

5) Why are sources E and F different? (4)

Challenge
6) It is 1800. Imagine you were able to ask the following people what they thought of the slave 
trade: the captain of a slaver, a retired slave merchant, a slave who had been transported to the 
West Indies, a priest.

a) Write down what you would expect each person to say.


